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(xi) Models and miniatures.1 People like seeing things
in the round, and it is much more easy to teach people how
to fix a ventilator or how to put a well right with an actual
model than by any amount of talking. Wherever possible,
therefore, actual models of the things recommended should
be made, both for permanent exhibition in some central
place and for touring officers and rural shows. With a little
ingenuit}' they can be made light and portable.2 Three-ply
or five-ply wood is extremely useful here and the miniature
good and bad villages used in the Punjab with their little
dolls and toys to represent people and cattle, trees, flowers
and village equipment, always draw large crowds,
(xii) Exhibitions, shows, melas.
(xiii)  Competitions.
(xiv) Public meetings3 and speeches.
These we may take together. All forms of public demon-
stration are valuable. Villagers like coming together,
particularly if there is a sports programme, to attract them—
wrestling, tent-pegging, athletics, kabaddi, pirkaudi, foot-
ball and other games—or if there is any hope of a drama or
a cinema or even a singing party. If the great ones of the
district or from outside attend, the villager is still further
1	See pp. 288-9.
 2	Ibid.
 3	Rural Reconstruction is now so important that press corres-
pondents and news agents often attend meetings, and sometimes
publish very garbled accounts of the speeches.    It is advisable,
therefore, for the principal speakers to write short notes of what
they are going to say and hand them over to the press agents at or
before the meeting.    These notes should not attempt to give a
resume of the whole speech as that would be too long for publication
and will result in either a further resume being made or in extracts
being selected by the press for publication.    In either case the
reader will have little idea of what the speaker said or meant.
The best way is to put down a simple and concise description of
one or two of the most important lessons which the speaker wishes
the public to learn and to leave out all the rest.

